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Abstract—Generally, large electrolytic capacitors (E-caps) are
required to decouple the double-line frequency power fluctuation
inherent in all single-phase dc-ac or ac-dc converters. These
E-caps pose the weak link in the photovoltaic (PV) inverter
because they have poor reliability as a result of short life
expectancy and higher equivalent series resistance (ESR) which
leads to lower system efficiency. In this paper, multiport smart
dual-inverter modules are proposed for residential PV inverter
systems with balanced outputs to eliminate the requirement of
large decoupling capacitors, thus leading to more reliable and
highly efficient inverter modules. The balanced dual outputs are
controlled in phase quadrature such that the double frequency
current is completely eliminated. One phase supports the stand-
alone residential loads, and the other phase interfaces with the
grid, which is synchronized to the utility grid. Also, the proposed
modular configuration is scalable to accommodate higher power
rating by stacking and paralleling multiple modules. Simulation
results for the dual-inverter modules rated for 1 kW each are
presented to validate the proposed concept. Experimental results
from a controller hardware-in-the-loop (CHIL) platform also
verify its feasibility.

Index Terms—Film capacitor, highly reliable, minimized de-
coupling capacitor, multiport residential PV inverter system,
quadrature phase control, single phase dual-inverter modules.

I. INTRODUCTION

Solar photovoltaic (PV) is one of the largest growing
renewable energy resources. The United States itself installed
1.7 GW of solar PV capacity in Q3 of 2018 to reach 60
GW of total installed capacity which is enough to power
11.3 million American homes [1]. Utility- and commercial-
scale PV systems are realized either as three-phase (central
inverter) or single-phase (string inverter) versions depending
on whether it is developed for the transmission or distribution
levels, whereas the residential-scale PV is mostly single-phase
to justify the system cost and efficiency for implementation.
A limitation of the single-phase inverter system, however,
is the presence of the large double-line frequency power
ripple which requires a large electrolytic capacitor (E-cap),
in general, to support the power fluctuation on the dc-side
[2], [3], [4], [5].

Though E-caps have lower cost and a high capacitance-to-
volume ratio, they have a higher equivalent series resistance
(ESR) which impacts converter efficiency. More importantly,
they have lower reliability making the complete PV inverter
system prone to early failure [6], [7], [8]. A direct replacement

of the E-caps with highly reliable film capacitors is cost
prohibitive and affect converter power density as film capac-
itors have low capacitance-to-volume ratio. So active power
decoupling schemes are proposed in literature to decrease the
capacitance requirement, [9], [10], such that E-caps can be
replaced by more reliable film capacitors without affecting
converter power density. This is implemented by either adding
an auxiliary power decoupling stage connected in parallel
[11] or series [12], [13] to the main inverter, or allowing
higher ripple on the main dc-link [14], [15], [16]. While
the former approach increases the number of active and
passive components, the later approach increases the converter
loss and controller complexity. In general, though all of
these implementations decrease the decoupling capacitance
requirement, they increase the converter component count,
controller complexity, cost, and/or loss.

In this paper, a multiport smart inverter module is proposed
for single-phase PV inverter systems which is capable of
eliminating the requirement of decoupling capacitor without
active power decoupling scheme. This is realized by a dual-
inverter module, the outputs of which are controlled in phase
quadrature with ideally balanced loads. This will ensure the
double-line frequency power to be completely eliminated,
thus no decoupling capacitor will be required ideally. One
of the phases is made to support the stand-alone residential
loads and the other phase interfaces to the grid, which is
synchronized to the utility grid. Also the proposed modular
configuration is scalable to accommodate higher power rating
by stacking and paralleling multiple modules. In the presence
of any unbalance due to system non-idealities, however, a
very small decoupling capacitor will be used, which can be
configured with only film capacitors. Consequently the E-caps
are completely eliminated thus enhancing the reliability and
improving the efficiency of the complete conversion system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a brief overview of the proposed system. Section III
presents the operating principles and design consideration and
guideline for selecting the passive component values. Section
IV shows the simulation results obtained from the PLECS
simulation platform and gives the details of the preliminary
controller hardware-in-the-loop (CHIL) based experimental
setup with OPAL-RT and Texas Instruments 320F28379D
based controller board, developed to validate the proposed
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Fig. 1. Single-phase full bridge inverter (H4) for the PV application showing
the input capacitor Cin for double-line frequency power decoupling.

Fig. 2. Proposed multiport dual-inverter module structure capable of elim-
inating the capacitor for double-line frequency power decoupling with vg1
controlled to be in quadrature of vg2.

system configuration. Finally Section V concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The presence of the fluctuation in the dc-link voltage and
current of a conventional single-phase PV inverter can be
appreciated from the following system analysis (1)-(2), where
vg is the grid voltage, ig is the grid current, and Pg is the
grid output power. The grid power Pg has an ac component
superimposed on the dc power component which oscillates at
a frequency of 2ωgrid as illustrated in (2) where ωgrid/2π is
the grid line frequency.

vg = Vg sin(ωgridt); ig = Ig sin(ωgridt) (1)

Pg =
VgIg

2
(1 − cos 2ωgridt) (2)

Fig. 1 shows the conventional single-phase PV inverter sys-
tem illustrating the presence of a large double-line frequency
ripple on the dc-link current to support the ripple power. Thus
a large decoupling capacitor Clink is required to ensure that
the ripple is absorbed in the energy storing capacitor and
does not impact the PV output current, which will otherwise
impact the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) efficiency
of the inverter system. It has been shown in [17] that with
8.5% ripple in input voltage, the MPPT efficiency degrades
to 98%.

The required value of this Clink to support the ripple power
is inversely proportional to the dc-link average Vavg and peak-
to-peak ripple voltage Vr while it is directly proportional to
the dc power fed to the grid VgIg

2 as shown below in (3).

Clink =
VgIg

4ωgridVavgVr
=

Sg

2ωgridVavgVr
(3)

To mitigate this problem, a multiport dual-inverter module
is proposed for the residential system as illustrated in Fig.
2. The input to the module can be obtained from the PV
module or any other renewable energy resources like fuel cell.
It can also be connected to electric vehicle in vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) mode. The output side of the system consists of dual-
inverter, each with single-phase ac voltage which is controlled
to be in phase quadrature. Considering unity power factor
(UPF) operation, (4) and (5), respectively give the voltage
and current of each of the output of the dual-inverter module.

vg1 = Vg1 sin(ωgridt− π/2)

ig1 = Ig1 sin(ωgridt− π/2) (4)

vg2 = Vg2 sin(ωgridt)

ig2 = Ig2 sin(ωgridt) (5)

One of the output phases is envisioned to support the
residential loads which can be 120 V or 230 V, while the
other phase will feed the balance power to the power grid.
In rural areas where the utility grid is not available, both the
phases can be configured to supply two separate combination
of stand-alone loads. In both of the above scenarios, con-
trolling the ac-output voltages in phase quadrature will not
impact the operational behaviour of the stand-alone loads.
If Vg1 = Vg2 = Vg and ensuring balanced load in both the
phases Ig1 = Ig2 = Ig , then the following condition (6) is
obtained which shows the complete elimination of the power
ripple in the presence of balanced loads on both the phases,
thus confirming the elimination of the decoupling capacitor
requirement.

Pg1 + Pg2 =
Vg1Ig1

2
(1 + cos 2ωgridt)

+
Vg2Ig2

2
(1 − cos 2ωgridt) = VgIg (6)

To make the system self-sustaining, energy storage devices
like battery unit or electric flywheel can be connected in
the input port of the system through a bidirectional buck-
boost dc-dc converter. Also to support a wide range of PV
input voltage to address the partial shading condition, an
input dc-dc boost stage can be cascaded after the PV input.
The front-end boost converter can also implement the MPPT
for the PV module. Further, in the presence of non-unity
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Fig. 3. Circuit schematic of the proposed multiport dual-inverter.

power factor (UPF) operation or phase imbalance of this
dual-inverter module (phase imbalance during faults is also a
concern for three-phase system [18] which otherwise require
smaller capacitance for power decoupling), a small capacitor
can be used at the dc-link to support the unbalanced power
decoupling in conjunction with the energy storage device.
Additional sophisticated control for the dual-inverters can also
be implemented as in [18] in case of phase imbalance to
reduce the oscillating power (this is part of our future work).
The capacitor value can thus be small and realized by a film
capacitor which does not have any reliability bottleneck nor
a high ESR unlike E-caps.

III. DESIGN CONSIDERATION

Fig. 3 shows an example of the proposed system config-
uration. Each of the phases has four switches Q1-Q4 and
Q5-Q8 respectively. Q2, Q4, Q6, and Q8 are complementary
to Q1, Q3, Q5, and Q7 respectively, similar to conventional
H-bridge inverter. The output filter can be either implemented
by a single inductor L or an LCL combination. Here only
L filter is considered for simplicity. For standalone loads
LC filter will be used as shown. As mentioned before, a
small capacitor Clink is added at the input dc-link to support
partial ripple power during phase imbalance or non-UPF
operation. The other consideration for design of Clink include
the minimization of the switching frequency ripple on the PV
input.

Any of the conventional PWM modulation schemes in-
cluding bipolar, unipolar, or hybrid modulation can be used.
Even though the unipolar modulation scheme increases the
effective switching frequency and reduces the output filter
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Fig. 4. Controller block diagram of the proposed multiport dual-inverter
module.

size, however, this has potential ground current problem for
PV application. Parasitic capacitance CPV of the order of
nF is formed between the PV terminals and ground (and
therefore grid neutral). The typical value of CPV is 60-110
nF/kW in standard PV modules and 100-160 nF/kW in thin-
film PV modules [19]. As a high-frequency (typically switch-
ing frequency and their harmonics) voltage is introduced in
between the PV negative terminal relative to the grid neutral
by unipolar modulation, this technique would generate high-
frequency capacitive coupled common-mode ground current
which increases the system loss, distort the grid current, and
induce severe electromagnetic interference (EMI). On the
contrary, with bipolar and hybrid modulation techniques and
with similar inductance in the differential path, the ground
current is ideally eliminated, so these modulation schemes
are preferred for PV applications.

IV. VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION

A. Model and controller details

The proposed system configuration is validated in the
PLECS simulation platform for a 2-kW system, 1 kW for
each of the H-bridge inverters. The PV module is closely
emulated in simulation by a 450-V dc source in series with
a 10 Ω resistor [20]. The values of the passive components
and switching frequency are given in Table I. A capacitor of
5 µF is used in the dc-link to support any small ripple power
that might be introduced from components non-idealities and

TABLE I
CIRCUIT COMPONENT DETAILS FOR SIMULATION AND HIL EXPERIMENT

Component Parameters
Clink 5 µF

L1, L2 2 mH

C1 2 µF/ 230 V AC

Switching frequency fsw 100 kHz (PLECS), 16 kHz (CHIL)
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switching frequency of power electronics. Note that 520 µF
-100 times more- will be needed in single-phase inverter for
10% voltage ripple for same rated power. Conventionally, by
allowing safety limit, capacitor in the range of mFs are used
in state-of-the-arts inverters.

Voltage is controlled for phase 1 connected to the stan-
dalone loads while current is controlled for phase 2 which
is connected to the grid as shown in Fig. 4. The phase
and frequency of the sinusoidal waveform is determined by
a phase-locked loop (PLL) based on phase 2 voltage vg2.
Phase 1 voltage reference v∗g1 is derived based on the grid
voltage vg2 magnitude, frequency, and phase (magnitude and
frequency is kept identical while the phase is offset by π/2).
On the contrary, phase 2 current reference i∗g2 is derived based
on phase 1 load current ig1 (peak of both are made equal to
make both the phases balanced) while the phase being same
as the vg2 for UPF operation. Both the voltage and current
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for a 2 kW, 240 V ac output for a dual-inverter
prototype at UPF condition from the PLCES simulation platform: (a) output
voltages and currents and dc-link voltage, (b) cycle-by-cycle average of the
dc-link and input currents.
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Fig. 6. PLECS simulation results showing the comparison of the dc-
link voltage ripple with the conventional (case 1) and proposed (case 2)
approaches.

controllers (Gc1 and Gc2 respectively) are implemented by
basic PI controller. More sophisticated and advanced control
for better dynamic response is part of our future study. dinv1
and dinv2 as shown in Fig. 4 are the duty cycles for phase
1 and phase 2 respectively. Bipolar modulation scheme with
appropriate dead time for the complementary switch pairs is
used to generate all of the eight gate signals.

B. Simulation Results

Figs. 5 and 6 give the simulation results from the PLECS
platform. Fig. 5a shows the dc-link voltage and output volt-
ages and currents for both the phases at UPF condition while
Fig. 5b illustrates the cycle-by-cycle average of the dc-link
and input currents to eliminate the switching frequency com-
ponents for the ease of analysis and performance comparison
of the double-line frequency ripple. It can be seen that vg1
and vg2 are in phase quadrature with ig1 and ig2 in phase
with vg1 and vg2 respectively. The dc-link has no double-
line frequency ripple, even without using any decoupling
capacitor, as analyzed before. This is also corroborated by
Fig. 5b, though the averaged dc-link currents have double-line
frequency power ripple superimposed on the dc component,
the total averaged input current which is a sum of the two
averaged dc-link currents is very close to dc with negligible
low frequency oscillation with balanced two-phase loads.

Fig. 6 presents the comparison of the dc-link voltages with
the conventional (case 1) and proposed (case 2) approaches.
Case 1 is simulated for the 2 kW system where the voltage
and current of both the inverters are in phase, while for case 2
they are in phase quadrature. It can be observed that with a 5
µF input capacitor the voltage swing in a single phase inverter
is substantial which will affect the MPPT efficiency. While
with the proposed dual-inverter configuration the double-
line frequency ripple is completely eliminated and only the
switching frequency ripple is present.
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Fig. 7. Experiment setup for validation using a CHIL system. Controller of
the multiport smart inverter modules is implemented in a Texas Instruments
320F28379D based controller board while the others including inverter
hardware, PV modules, and loads are emulated in the OPAL-RT.

C. Hardware Verification

In order to validate the proposed system, an experimental
testbed is constructed using a CHIL system as shown in Fig.
7. The front-end dc-dc converter is not currently modeled,
however this can be added for implementing the MPPT of the
input PV supply. The hardware of the proposed configuration
is modeled in the OPAL-RT OP5600 based real-time simu-
lation platform, while the control is implemented with Texas
Instruments 320F28379D based controller board. A Virtex-7
FPGA expansion module OP5607 is used to expand on the
basic OP5600 module to implement a smaller sampling time
through eFPGAsim. Communications between the OPAL-RT
and the DSP controller is realized by signal communication
cables.

The CHIL-based open loop experiment results are pre-
sented in Fig. 8. A switching frequency of 16 kHz is used
for all the eight switches. It can be seen that significant
double-line frequency ripple is present on the dc-link voltage
and current for case 1 (Fig. 8a), when both the inverters
operate in phase as is conventionally done. However, in case
2 (Fig. 8b) with the proposed approach the ripple on the dc-
link is eliminated for the balanced operation, thus the MPPT
efficiency will not be compromised even with the use of very
small capacitor. The result verifies the complete removal of
the double-line frequency voltage and current ripple from
the dc-link for the balanced loads in both the phases of the
proposed control approach.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes multiport, smart dual-inverter modules
for DER based energy systems. By controlling the dual output
in quadrature and balanced, the double frequency current
and thus the E-caps can be completely eliminated, eventually
increasing the reliability of the system. One of the phases is
envisioned to support the stand-alone residential loads and
the other phase supports the utility grid or another set of

idc_link
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vg2

vdc_link

ig2

(a)

time (s)

idc_link

vg1

ig1

vg2

vdc_link

ig2
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Fig. 8. CHIL based experimental results for the proposed dual-inverter
system operating in phase quadrature at 2 kW UPF (voltage: 200 V/div,
ig1, ig2: 10 A/div, idc link: 5 A/div, time : 10 µs/div) showing dc-link
and output voltages and currents for (a) conventional approach (case 1), (b)
proposed approach (case 2).

stand-alone loads. Also the proposed modular configuration
is scalable to accommodate an increased power rating by
stacking and paralleling multiple modules. Simulation results
validate the concept of complete removal of the double-line
frequency voltage and current ripple for the balanced loads
in both the phases of the proposed inverter modules. CHIL-
based experimental results are also presented to validate the
proposed concept.
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